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Abstract: The pyramid phenomenon has existed for thousands of years. There 

are applications on all continents, in many countries that have restarted studies 

in this field. Computers and technology has made studies more accurate. 

However, questions and enigmas have never ceased to exist.  
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The paper presents some conclusions from two scientific entities, one 

military and one civilian. Both studies were evidenced by actual construction 

and manufacturing that have allowed theoretical and practical results. Based on 

personal experience, we tried to summarize some data and conclusions. 

The pyramid at UM. 02224 Bucharest was built before 1990 through a 

collaboration with the Military Technical Academy. In this pyramid many 

experiments were made in several fields. Currently, the activity is reduced, the 

only application being to obtaing a biological green mass necessary for animal 

feeding. Obtained biological mass leads to fattening pigs by 10 - 20% more 

than the control group.  

The building is made of metal profiles and glass. Its orientation is North 

- South. Inside there are tiered pots containing nitrates-consuming vegetation 

in particular. 

The pyramid built under the guidance of Mrs. Marioara Godeanu, a 

biologist (from Pitesti), at the Research Institute for Biology in Bucharest was 

built with the goal of finding a way to actively remove industrial water. In tiered 

pyramid there were planted several types of vegetable mass. The experiment 

was successful with Hyacinth Nile, which managed well to extract heavy metals 

from contaminated water. 

The project envisioned finding a decontamination cycle for this system 

- in particular the use of biomass cycle of food animals. But because it was 

considered the largest storage capacity of heavy metals in plants, the results 

were negative on animal kingdom that has benefited from supplementary 

feeding with this type of diet. 
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In the pyramid no thorough interdisciplinary studies have been conducted to 

find other applications. 

The pyramid is built of metal profiles (with rhombic pattern) covered 

with translucent plastic panels. The iron profile on is covered with aluminum 

paint. On the edges there are pieces of aluminum. Also, on the entire metal 

frame configuration sections there are different metals. In total, there must be 

seven types of metals that correspond to the seven planets in the solar system.  

The bottom is 1m tall. The construction side is calculated as a multiple 

of 7 and has 49 m2. The height of the pyramid from the ground is 5.7 m and 

respects the golden number. The secret harmony pyramid is repeated when a 

lateral area of the triangle is equal to the square area which has the side height. 

 a = height 

 b = hypotenuse face side 

 2c = square base side. 

a2 = b x c → b/a = a/c → the average height of the pyramid is a proportional 

triangle between two of the meridian. Because the triangle is rectangular, it 

follows that: 

            b2 = a2 + c2  and  b2 = bc + c2  

after we divide by c, it follows that: 

 ﴾b/c﴿2 – b/c – 1 = 0 →  „golden cut”. 

 

If b/c is Ф (Phidias), it follows that: 

 Ф2 – Ф – 1 = 0, where Ф = 1 + √5 /2 = l,6180.... 

 Ф = 1 + 1/Ф is „the golden number”.   

In triangle hypotenuse meridian of the Pyramid of Cheops there is the 

"golden section" with the smallest of catheters. Thus, the "Egyptian triangle" 

has been created.  

On the "golden cut" regular convex polygons or stars can be built with 

5 ... 10 ... sides - any multiple of 5. The pyramid is built on the axis N – S. with 

entrance on the South. The pyramid has the same angle as that of quartz crystal 

or DNA angles. In the metal grid that supports plastic plates Hartman network 

was considered, that corresponds to the center no. 4 for the vibrant energies. 

The pyramid has cost € 10,000 (design, construction, licensing), financed by 

Luxembourg. 

Studies have been made in various areas:  

1. Health: 

 Energy crystals are worn by different patients.  

 Energy form aluminum plates is used to treat forms of rheumatism.  
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 It is a good generator to produce "living water" - "pi water." It is a 

drinking water where dipoles are oriented that produce beneficial 

effects on the body (intestinal flora, soothes various pains). 

 Studies on the Kirlian camera which shows the health of the people.  It 

demonstrated that many diseases can be effectively treated. 

2. Conservation experiments of dairy products, meat, fruits were positive for 

the periods studied. No experiments were conducted for longer periods. 

3. There have been artificial aging treatments on wine. Seven days of exposure 

equal to maintaining specific conditions for aging wine. Comparative studies 

have demonstrated efficacy in wine treatment in pyramid. 

4. There have been attempts to obtain electricity (the rehabilitation of batteries, 

placing consumers in the energy field - one third from the bottom). 

5. There have been experiments with improving drinking water quality. There 

have been several small devices that are portable and efficient. 

The activity can be extended, applying the experience from other 

countries: 

 A French company accelerates the fermentation of milk. 

 In Canada, there is a psychiatric hospital that has trapezoidal rooms. 

 In the form of pyramid psychotronic generators are used to influence 

the human psychic. 

The pyramid experiments are conducted with good results, various 

forms of medical treatment, with patients coming from all over the country. 

Expansion of research in the areas of drinking water treatment, leading to a 

reduction in consumption of mineral water (especially artificial mineralized 

water) is aimed. 

To expand cooperation, it is considered that financing is needed. 

It is necessary to continue research in evaluating the electrostatic field: 

 Propagation of radio waves by installing a generator inside and 

outside measurement fitting measurement generator inside with 

the outside, this low frequency spectrum. 

 Propagation of acoustic waves from the outside and from the 

inside out. 

 Highlighting some forms of energy measured indoors, in various 

places, especially from a distance of 1/3 of height. 

Useful technical considerations related to the construction of the pyramid 

The pyramid that has a square base (square base right) produces the 

most effects. In terms of info-energy it is the ideal form, both the simple and 

the double pyramid. As its shape is sharper, the phenomenon is more 

pronounced. 
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The pyramid radiates telluric energy: D = 2.58 x length of the base of 

the pyramid. There are evidences showing that navigators knew bio-tele-

detection for naval orientation, before magnetic needle was discovered (in 1978 

there have been experiences in Romania, yielding errors below 10 m.) 

 

 
 

Bio-currents were used in experiments in order to ensure collaboration 

between two (or more) teams who were at different distances (hundreds of 

kilometers). 

In all experiments we should ensure not to be too long in the critical 

area that can produce a blocking of fundamental processes of life. The result is 

that kinetic energy of the molecules of a liquid increases, thus, evaporation of 

water takes place, and ultimately the amount of organic matter is reduced. 

At the base of the pyramid an energetic cross is formed. At the 

intersection of arms another bi-conical pyramid is formed. For the study of 

terrestrial radiation or Hartmann radiation, there have been some detection 

experiments, but only human have achieved remarkable results. 

It is good that the outer surface of the pyramid is light coloured (even 

white), and the tip should be well built. If you do not respect a few basic 

principles, the pyramid will only issue 50-60% of the energy, the remainder 

will be lost horizontally. It will also produce a harmful heating, which will 

result in loss of function , about 60-70%. Similar things happen if a pyramid is 

built by simple geometric calculations, without respect to their influence on the 

world material forms. 

Form volumes in the universe have a maximum influence when they are 

straight and minimum when they areoblique. It would be helpful if we 

conducted a study on the bioenergy of wooden church steeples that are 

characteristic in Poiana Rusca Mountains or Maramures. These buildings are 
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characteristic of engineering standpoint and the base have a cross on which the 

entire infrastructure stands. It seems that the sign of the cross appeared on the 

present territory of the country, with more esoteric symbolism before Egyptian, 

Indian or Greek symbolism. 

It would be useful if we could study, in terms of bio-energy, the 

energizing effect that occurs at the intersection of the pyramid bi-conic arms of 

the cross, and what the influence on organisms is. The study should be done in 

several areas: 

 Type of buildings and equipment constructed; 

 Selecting and highlighting energies occurring inside and outside the 

pyramid; 

 How remote transmission of different types of information functions. 

 

There are also experiments in the following fields, all using a pyramid: 

 Direct medical treatmens; 

 Treating food for preservation (milk, cheese, meat, juice, fruit) 

 Treating wine (artificial aging).  

The effect is identical to that of sonication.  

 

 

View on the South part 

 

Ventilation system on top of the pyramid 

Southwest corner of the pyramid (vertical construction does not influence the operating 

parameters of the pyramid). Pyramid entrance on the southern side is possible. Access is a few 

steps, reaching a few tens of cm below the 0 base of the pyramid. The obstruction is done by an 

inclined board.  
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To start building and using a pyramid we have collaborated with a few 

specialists who have approached this subject professionally and have serious 

achievements: a psychologist, a computer specialist, a general practitioner, a 

physician therapist, two mechanical engineers, two biotechnologists, a military 

specialist and an electronics specialist. Collaboration should be done on a 

voluntary basis. 

CONCLUSIONS  

All specialists and users have agreed that the pyramid phenomenon 

should be approached scientifically and effects should not be ignored, in order 

to take care of physical and psychical integrity of operators and beneficiaries. 

The construction of a pyramid in the West of Romania (in the Retezat 

Mountains) was suggested in order to create an opportunity for interdisciplinary 

studies. However, this has remained at the level of intention. 
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